Video Conference Schedule for March – April, 2020

**Time:** Thursday 7:30 PM EDT (Standard time), 8:30 PM EDT (Daylight saving time) / Friday 8:30 AM BJT

**March 5 EDT/ March 6 BJT**

**Haoran Chu 楚淏然** (南京信息工程大学): Literature critique: Mid-latitude freshwater availability reduced by projected vegetation responses to climate change by Mankin et al., 2019, Nature Geoscience

**Heng Lv 吕恒** (南京信息工程大学): Literature critique: Building up or spreading out? Typologies of urban growth across 478 cities of 1 million+ by Mahtta et al., 2019, Environmental Research Letters

**March 12 EDT/ March 13 BJT**

**Kangning Huang** (Invited, Yale University): WRF simulation of urban meteorology

**March 19 EDT/ March 20 BJT**

**Yang Lu 卢阳** (南京信息工程大学): Microclimate of typical streets in Nanjing

**March 26 EDT/ March 27 BJT**

**Pinya Wang 王晶雅** (Invited, 南京信息工程大学): Extreme wet-bulb temperatures in China: the significant role of moisture

**April 2 EDT/ April 3 BJT**

**Huanbi Yue 岳桓陛** (Invited, 北京师范大学): Stronger policy required to substantially reduce deaths from PM2.5 pollution in China

**April 9 EDT/ April 10 BJT**
Wenfeng Zhan (Invited, 南京大学): Globally exacerbating urban warming and associated drivers

April 16 EDT/ April 17 BJT

Jiayu Zhao 赵佳玉（南京信息工程大学）: Modification and application of urban properties tool in CLM input surface data

April 23 EDT/ April 24 BJT

Keer Zhang (Invited, Yale University): CLM urban model results on global wet-bulb temperature and UHI under current conditions